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Faith Radio Network Adds Dr. Jeremiah Johnston to its National Lineup 

“The Jeremiah Johnston Show” to Premiere in September 

St. Paul, Minn., August 28, 2018 — Faith Radio Network, in conjunction with Christian Thinkers Society, 
announces “The Jeremiah Johnston Show,” which is set to premiere on Saturday, September 15, 2018. 

Host Dr. Jeremiah Johnston is the president of Christian 
Thinkers Society and author of several books including 
“Unimaginable” and “Unanswered.” He’s a regular 
contributor for FOXNews.com and has developed an 
excellent rapport with members of the media, 
appearing numerous times and contributing articles 
across a spectrum of national shows, websites and 
publications including Fox News, Fox Business Network, 
CBN News, CBS This Morning, Vanity Fair, RELEVANT 
Magazine and podcast, Decision Magazine, The 
Christian Post, Moody Radio Network, Salem Radio 
Network, numerous network affiliate television 
stations, and is repeatedly quoted in USA Today and 
their associated “Faith and Reason” blog.  

“We are especially excited to welcome Dr. Jeremiah 
Johnston to Faith Radio Network’s lineup of unique and live programming,” says Neil Stavem, director of 
Programming. “Through past interviews and conversations on a variety of Faith Radio programs, we 
have been encouraged by his wisdom, insight and ability to present deep truths in compelling ways. As a 
weekly, live, hour-long interactive talk program, ‘The Jeremiah Johnston Show’ will address complicated 
issues in winsome, relevant and thoughtful ways with God’s Word as the source of truth and hope.” 

The format for the nationally syndicated weekly talk show will include discussions, inspirational 
teaching, entertaining interviews and extremely practical, yet pointed answers, to the difficult questions 
listeners face in the most vulnerable and raw moments of life. Every week, Johnston will equip, offer 
resources and lead listeners to discover timeless biblical solutions to complicated and everyday 
challenges.  

“We are grateful for our global connection with so many cross-generational friends, supporters, prayer 
partners, pastors, leaders and seekers who regularly interact with us in a desire for a thinking faith that  
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answers the toughest questions life throws at us,” says Johnston. “The new program is dedicated to 
helping every friend and new listener have the confidence to answer their toughest questions. Doubts 
and faith will always coexist, and our program will exist in that tension, while providing the timeless 
comfort and answers from God’s Word.” 

The Jeremiah Johnston Show is a weekly, one-hour, interactive talk show airing live from 11 a.m. to 
noon CDT on Saturdays on Faith Radio Network stations, online, and through iTunes and other podcast 
platforms. The show is available for syndication via Faith Radio Network through Amb-OS. To learn more 
about carrying this program on your station, please contact Richard Whitworth at 651-631-5037, or via 
rcwhitworth@unwsp.edu.  

For a full list of Faith Radio Network stations, click here. 

Dr. Jeremiah Johnston is an associate professor of Early Christianity at Houston Baptist University. He 
completed his doctoral residency in Oxford in collaboration with Oxford Centre for Missions Studies and 
received his PhD from Middlesex University (UK). Jeremiah is married to Audrey, and they are parents to 
five children — including triplet boys!  

Connect with Jeremiah: 
The Jeremiah Johnston Show  
Facebook 
Twitter 
Instagram 
www.christianthinkers.com  
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